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HYPERLINE INTRODUCES NEW INTELLIGENT POWER DISTRIBUTION UNITS
Hyperline to participate at the 2009 NECA Tradeshow and Convention in Seattle

OTTAWA, CANADA – (September 3, 2009) At the upcoming 2009 annual National Electrical Contractors Association Convention and Tradeshows, Hyperline Systems, a manufacturer and distributor of the most comprehensive range of products available for Structured Cabling Systems, will be introducing for the first time their fresh line of intelligent new generation Power Distribution Units.

“This is our first time participating at the NECA Show and we can’t wait to introduce our products to today's electrical contractors’ community”, said Evgueni Sokoline - President of Hyperline Systems Canada Ltd. “It's a great place to meet technology experts and electrical industry professionals.”

Release of New Products

Hyperline’s new intelligent Power Distribution Units come in four new series with ranging capabilities, are NEMA rated and RoHS compliant.

The model SHT-NM is the most impressive; having several unique functions to monitor, control and protect equipment. This 19” rack or cabinet mount PDU allows computer remote control, monitoring and managing of your equipments working voltage, group and individual outlets current load, sequential powering on and off of individual and group outlets, system operating state, temperature, humidity, smog and water logging state. With special sensors this PDU will sound an alarm; its digital display will flash and send the Network Engineer an email when one of its alarm conditions has been met.

Also new to this line-up are more simple PDU’s including the Sequential PDU (SHT-CT), Computer controlled PDU (SHT-MO) and standard NEMA rated PDU’s without controlling functions.

Exhibiting and Sponsoring

Hyperline will be presenting Defem’s unique wire mesh cable tray system, telecommunication and electrical cabinets and a brand new line of PDUs at booth # 1015, where Sales Representatives will be on-site.
Hyperline is proud to be a Gold Sponsor at NECA, hosting two WiFi zones where attendees can bring their laptops and have **free** internet access to check their emails, browse the web or check-in with their home offices. Hyperline is also participating in the Golf Challenge, attendees can stop by Hyperline’s booth to get their **free** Titleist golf ball and stamp for the Golf Challenge. Attendees can pick-up a NECA Show Map, sponsored by Hyperline, to find their way around the show and the city.

**About Hyperline**

Hyperline Systems is a manufacturer and distributor of the most comprehensive range of products available for Structured Cabling Systems. Hyperline offices and warehouses operate in North America and Europe. Our manufacturing facilities are located in Germany, France, Sweden, Poland, Israel, Czech Republic, Turkey, Taiwan and China. Hyperline sells its products directly to end users, to electrical and communications contractors and installers and through distribution worldwide.

Hyperline provides the most comprehensive selection of **cost-effective** cabling products in the industry with **incomparable** support and service.

If you’d like more information on Hyperline products, contact Hyperline’s Sales Department at 1-866-634-9737 or at info@Hyperline.com, [www.Hyperline.com](http://www.Hyperline.com)